
You might think that all background checks are alike, but there is a big difference between what is considered a 
traditional direct court house search and a multi-jurisdictional criminal database search. Depending on the type of 
search you choose, the difference in results can be astounding. Now more than ever, it is important to complement a 
traditional county search with a multi-jurisdictional criminal database search like the US OneSEARCH® or US AliasSEARCH.  
You don’t want to miss records that could have easily been found with a database search. This combined approach is a 
cost-effective way to broaden your search and get a more accurate picture of your subject.

Products and Services

US OneSEARCH®

With one search of the subject’s primary name, we can 

comb more than 650 million criminal records from counties, 

department of corrections (DOC), administrative office of 

courts (AOC), and sex offender records from all 50 states, plus 

Washington DC, Guam, and Puerto Rico. Also included are 

national and international terrorism sources and more than 23 

million photos. A US OneSEARCH check provides the data you 

want, the quality you demand and the updates that ensure you 

get the best possible information.

US AliasSEARCH (bundled search)
This is a multi-faceted search that combines the US OneSEARCH 

with the US OneTRACE to develop known alias names that  

will be searched alongside the subject’s primary name. The  

US OneTRACE includes a Name & Address History search, SSN 

Validation and a Death Master Index check.

US OneVERIFY®*

US OneVERIFY combines the US OneSEARCH with a direct court 

search when there is a hit in the database. In cases where a data 

source provides obscure or very few details about the record, we 

verify it directly at the source before reporting it back to you. We 

update the record to match currently available public records and, 

if we uncover additional or updated information on the record we 

are verifying, we will include that information on the final report. 

Pricing is FLAT RATE – No additional validation or court fees.

US AliasVERIFY* (bundled search)
US AliasVERIFY combines the US AliasSEARCH with a direct court 

search when there is a hit in the database. In cases where a data 

source provides obscure or very few details about the record, we 

verify it directly at the source before reporting it back to you. We 

update the record to match currently available public records and, 

if we uncover additional or updated information on the record we 

are verifying, we will include that information on the final report. 

Pricing is FLAT RATE – No additional validation or court fees.
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US OneSEARCH

US AliasSEARCH

US OneVERIFY

US AliasVERIFY

Nationwide 
Sex Offender 

Scan

Terrorist  
Watch Lists  
(OFAC, OIG, 

etc.)

Over 650 
million felony, 
misdemeanor, 
traffic records

SSN Validation 
and Name & 

Address History

Primary and  
known alias names 

scanned through 
database

Criminal hits 
re-verified 

at reporting 
source

* State law in California, Connecticut, Indiana, Maine and Minnesota prohibits unverified 
database information from being used in employment and tenant screening decisions. Should 
your applicant be performing core job duties or residing in one of the above states, a verified 
database product will be required. Average Turnaround time for a verified database search 
that requires source verification is 1-3 business days.

POWERFUL COMBO!
A VERIFIED search combines 
our industry-leading data 
coverage with the power of  
a direct court search.

While criminal information 
housed in databases can be very 
useful in identifying potential 
records, there are some instances 
when records may have changed 
at the courthouse. To ensure 
completeness, we recommend 
ordering a verified database 
search. All criminal matches are 
investigated at the courthouse 
and final results are returned 
within one to three business days. 
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